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The pattern has a variety of sizes for the sunflowers (3" - 16" circles).  In 
class we will be working on a 10" circle as the base and an 8" circle as the 
topper.  The supply list reflects the needs for these circles and petals. 
 
Supply List: 
 
*Pattern:  Sunflowers (NS-36) By Carol Bruce (Needlesongs) 
*1 - 10" X 20" fabric for base circle (turquoise in picture) 
*1 - ⅔ yd. of fabric for petals for the base circle (pink in picture) 
*1 - 8" X 8" focus fabric for smaller circle (print in the picture) 
*1 - ⅔ yd. of fabric for petals for smaller focus circle (yellow in picture) 
*1 - 10" X 10" of batting 
*Regular sewing thread for stitching 
*Thread to match your circles for topstitching 

*¼ sewing machine presser foot 
*Purple Thang or Stiletto 
Sew in interfacing for flower petals (optional) 
*Sewing Machine in good working condition.   



BEFORE CLASS CUTTING!!  (If you do this before coming to class, you have a 
better chance of finishing the project in class!!) 
 
Circles:   
Cut (2) 10" circles from your base fabric 
Cut (1) 8" circle from your focus fabric 
 

Petals: 

Fold fabric right sides together.  Using your preferred petal pattern, cut the 

following: 

For base circle - cut (21) petals 

For  smaller focus circle - cut (17) petals 

 

 

These sunflowers can be used as mug rugs, table mats, decorations for 

purses or bags and even on quilts!  I will try to bring some examples to get 

your creativity flowing! 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

All supplies with an * are available for purchase at Moore’s. Sew Fun Club Members receive 20% off 

regular price on accessories and notions purchased during class! For details, please contact any 

Moore’s Sewing location! 

www.moores-sew.com 


